CAMCA VIRTUAL BUSINESS EXPO

Explore some of the CAMCA Network's companies, organizations and employers throughout the region

FIND MORE AT CAMCANETWORK.COM
IRBIS VENTURES PTE. LTD.

Irbis Ventures is a company incorporated in Singapore with the mission to build a virtual startup ecosystem for tech frontiers. This virtual startup ecosystem is driven by a global community of investors, startups and advisors. With the support of our platform and community, we help startups get investments ready and once ready, showcase them to international investors.

CONTACT: TSENGEL@IRBIS.SG

IRSHAD CONSULTING

IRSHAD Consulting is a private consulting firm based in Dushanbe, Tajikistan that offers professional, tailored and evidence-based advice to public and private sector clients. IRSHAD Consulting combines industry understanding and technical excellence to deliver consulting services across three principal focus areas: governance and public sector reform, economic policy and private sector development.

CONTACTS: SMIRZOEV177@GMAIL.COM/SHUHRAT MIRZOEV AND RAVSHAN.TJ@GMAIL.COM/RAVSHAN SOIRZODA

BDO OUTSOURCING

BDO Outsourcing provides financial and accounting outsourcing services for companies operating in Kazakhstan and abroad, and is one of the largest companies in the audit and consulting services market in the country.

CONTACT: A.OTYNSHIYEV@BDOKZ.COM

SVETOFOR GROUP


CONTACT: ASOLTOBAEV@SVETOFOR.INFO
ARTLORDS

ArtLords is a global grassroots movement of artists and volunteers motivated by the desire to pave the way for social transformation and behavioral change through employing the soft power of art and culture as a non-intrusive approach.

CONTACT: OMAIDSHARIFI@ARTLORDS.CO

GTGROUP LTD

GTGroup is a rapidly growing out-staffing company in the Kyrgyz Republic. Our team has united managers and professionals working in the field of HR for more than 10 years. Today, GTGroup provides full support to companies from the UK, Luxembourg and the USA.

CONTACT: GULNASA.ASAKEEVA@GTGROUP.KG

RESTAURANT FUNICULAR

Located on one of the oldest and most picturesque districts of Tbilisi, Mtatsminda and distinguished for its magnificent architecture, Restaurant Funicular opened its doors to its guests eight decades ago in 1938, and since then has hosted several honorable guests, from Fidel Castro to Indira Gandhi and Margaret Thatcher.

CONTACT: MBEBIASHVILI@FUNICULAR.GE

CJS INSURANCE COMPANY "KYRGYZSTAN"

Established in 1991, the Insurance Company "Kyrgyzstan" provides high-quality services for all types of compulsory and voluntary personal, property insurance, liability insurance, as well as insurance and reinsurance to individuals and corporate customers. Today, it is in the top 3 of leaders in the national insurance market.

CONTACT: ASHYRKULOV@INSURANCE.KG
WWW.KEEPFACE.COM

KEEPFACE INFLUENCER MARKETING PLATFORM

Keepface is an online marketing platform where brands recruit social media influencers to create engaging, native and selling content in social media for their communication campaigns. Keepface is operating in 35 countries and is the first online influencer marketing platform in the Caucasus and Central Asia.

CONTACT: EMIN@KEEPFACE.COM

WWW.ISOC.KG

INTERNET SOCIETY-KYRGYZ CHAPTER

The Internet Society-Kyrgyz Chapter (ISOC) is a nonprofit organization founded in 2015 by several CAMCA Network members to provide leadership in internet-related standards, education, access and policy in the Kyrgyz Republic. It is a member of the global Internet Society. Its goal is "to promote the open development, evolution and use of the Internet for the benefit of all people throughout the world" and their motto is "The Internet is for Everyone".

CONTACT: ISOCKYRGYZCHAPTER@GMAIL.COM

WWW.BIZEXPERT.KG

BIZEXPERT

BizExpert is a local independent think-tank that provides expertise and technical support to economic policy development and design through comprehensive public-private dialogue. BizExpert’s approach is based on principles of the rule of law, private property protection, fair competition, economic freedom and transparency. Today BizExpert collaborates with all government bodies, business-associations, civil society organizations and media agencies.

CONTACT: ULUK@BIZEXPERT.KG

WWW.LHAMOUR.COM

LHAMOUR

We produce natural skin care products made from the bottom of our hearts in Mongolia. Our products are for people all over the globe with various skin conditions. By doing so, we want to share the philosophy of loving yourself, loving others and loving the environment through an environmentally friendly and socially responsible approach. We want to be a positive change-makers through Lhamour brand.

CONTACT: KHULAN@LHAMOUR.MN